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1. Introduction 

 

In most instances, a Proto-Indo-European (PIE) syllabic resonant *R̥ (*R = *r, *l, *m, or *n) 

becomes *iR with anaptyctic *i in Baltic and Slavonic (or Balto-Slavic). In this paper, we assume 

that PIE first becomes Proto-Balto-Slavic language (PBS), and then PBS splits into Proto-Baltic 

(PB) and Proto-Slavonic (PS).  

Most of the previous studies, such as Brugmann (1897: 452, 471–473), agree in that *iR is the 

default reflex of PIE *R̥. However, there are a number of morphemes in which PIE *R̥ becomes *uR 

with anaptyctic *u, and it still remains unclear when exactly PIE *R̥ becomes *uR, rather than *iR. 

This problem has been discussed over the years, but we still cannot reach a consensus yet and this 

problem remains unsolved.
2
 In this paper, we refer to the words in which PIE *R̥ > *iR and PIE *R̥ 

> *uR occurred as words having *iR-reflex and *uR-reflex, respectively (note that in Slavonic 

*iR-reflex appears as PS *ьR, and *uR-reflex appears as PS *ъR). 

Examples of PIE *R̥ > *iR: 

 PIE *u̯l̥k
w
o- > PS *vьlkъ, Lith. vilk̃as ‘wolf’ 

 PIE *pl̥h1no- > PS *pьlnъ, Lith. pìlnas, Latv. pilñs ‘full’ 

Examples of PIE *R̥ > *uR: 

 PIE *d
h
m̥H- > PS *dъm- (infinitive: *dǫti with o-grade), Lith. dùmti ‘blow’ 

 PIE *g
w
r̥h3tlo- > PS *gъrdlo, Lith. gurklỹs ‘throat’ 

 

2. Previous Studies 

 

Brugmann (1897: 395–396, 452, 471–473) 

・One of the earliest descriptions of this problem.
3
 

・PIE *R̥ > *iR is regular, and this is a shared innovation of Baltic and Slavonic.  

・*uR is the reflex of the PIE syllabic resonants with u-coloring (‘mit u-Färbung’), i.e., syllabic 

 resonants adjacent to a labial consonant.  

                                                   
1 Acknowledgement: This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 19J22945. 
2 See Vondrák (1906: 326-343), Meillet (1924: 60-65), Nandriş (1959: 18), Arumaa (1964), Shevelov (1964: 81-101), 

Zinkevičius (1980: 82-84), Olander (2015: 48) etc. for a general introduction to this problem. 
3 Although there are even earlier works such as Schmidt (1871: 11-66), Miklosich (1877), and Jagić (1879), none of 

them tried to determine the condition under which the two different reflexes appear. 
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・Supported by: Pedersen (1905: 340), Trautmann (1923)  

・Problem: there are many instances where PIE *R̥ with neighboring u-coloring consonants 

 have *iR-reflex (e.g. PIE *pl̥h1no- > Lith. pìlnas, Latv. pilñs, PS *pьlnъ ‘full’). 

→ We cannot explain by means of u-coloring (this term seems to be effective only in 

 Indo-Aryan). 

Kuryłowicz (1956: 227–243)  

・*uR tends to appear after PIE velar consonants (including labiovelar consonants). 

・Supported by: Hock (2004: 6–8)  

・Problem: there are words that have *uR-reflex after a consonant other than velars (e.g. PIE 

 *d
h
m̥H- > Lith. dùmti, PS *dъm- ‘blow’), and words that have *iR-reflex after a velar 

 consonant (e.g. PIE *kr̥sno-> Lith. kirs̃nas, OP kirsnan, PS *čьrnъ ‘black’).  

→ We cannot simply conclude that PIE *R̥ has *uR-reflex after PIE velar consonants. 

Vaillant (1950: 171–173)  

・PIE *R̥ > *uR only after PIE labiovelar *K
w
 (i.e. *k

w
, *g

w
, and *g

wh
).  

・Supported by: Stang (1966: 82), Kortlandt (1989, 2007), Derksen (2008, 2015), Lipp (2009) 

・Problem: there are still counter-examples (e.g. PIE *d
h
m̥H- > Lith. dùmti, PS *dъm- ‘blow’ 

 mentioned above). 

→ A good approach to this problem, but still requires modification. 

Stang (1966: 80) 

・Words with *uR-reflex may have a expressive (pejorative) meaning in Baltic (e.g. Lith. 

 kurč̃ias ‘deaf’) 

・Supported by: Matasović (2004), Kortlandt (2007), etc. 

・This seems to be justifiable. 

・This means that non-phonological conditions can affect the reflex of PIE *R̥ in Baltic. 

Matasović (2004) 

・In addition to the position after a velar consonant, syllabic nasal *N̥ also has *uR-reflex in the 

 first syllable.  

・The words which do not seem to support his hypothesis (e.g. PS *žьr- ‘swallow’ (infinitive: 

 *žerti) < PIE *g
w
r̥h3-) are a result of analogy with the full-grade of ablaut of the same 

 morpheme (i.e. *iR-reflex and *uR-reflex can be obtained under the influence of the words 

 that contain the e-grade and o-grade of the same morpheme, respectively).
4
  

・Problem: we have to explain more words with *iR-reflex as a result of analogy than the other 

 hypotheses, in order to explain a few words with *uR-reflex.  

→ Not preferable from the perspective of economy. Also see Kortlandt (2007). 

                                                   
4 The claim that *uR-reflex tend to appear in roots which have the o-grade of ablaut goes back to Endzelīns (1911: 

17) and Trautmann (1923), as Matasović himself states. Vaillant(1950: 172) also made a similar remark. 
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    Among these, Vaillant’s hypothesis seems to be the most supported, and Stang’s remark seems 

to be justifiable. 

    Moreover, it is necessary to point out the hypothesis that all the sound changes regarding with 

PIE *R̥ are shared innovations between Baltic and Slavonic, which most of the previous studies 

uncritically assumed,
5
 is not completely justifiable. However, it is not impossible that the PIE *R̥’s 

remained unchanged during the PBS period.  

cf. Indo-Iranian (Hoffmann and Forssman 1996: 90) 

PIE *r̥ > Proto-Indo-Iranian *r̥ > Proto-Iranian *ər, Proto-Indo-Aryan *r̥  

Example: PIE *h2r̥ǵró- > Proto-Indo-Iranian *r̥j́rá- > Avestan ərəzra- ‘quick’, Vedic r̥jrá- 

 ‘quick’ (Mayrhofer 1986-2001: I: 253)
6
 

Therefore it is necessary to reconsider whether PIE syllabic resonants were lost during the PBS 

period. It is possible only the intermediate stage is shared: perhaps PIE *R̥ first becomes PBS *VR 

(where *V can be any vowel), and then PBS *VR becomes Baltic *iR~*uR and Slavonic *iR~*uR 

(> PS *ьR ~ *ъR), separately. 

 

3. Remaining Problems to be Solved 

 

・Why *uR-reflex sometimes appears in a position other than after PIE labiovelars?  

Example: PIE *d
h
m̥H- > PS *dъm-, Lith. dùmti ‘blow’ 

・Why does a certain PIE morpheme sometimes have different reflexes between Baltic and Slavonic?  

Example: PIE *mn̥Ho- > PS *mъnogъ ‘many’, Lith. minià ‘multitude’ 

・If we are based on Vaillant (1950)’s hypothesis, why does PIE *K
w
R̥ sometimes have *iR-reflex? 

・How are the reflexes at the stage of PBS? 

 

4. Data and Hypothesis 

 

Taking the arguments of the previous studies into account, we propose the following hypothesis 

as to the reflex of PIE *R̥ in Baltic and Slavonic. The following sound changes are arranged in 

chronological order.
7
 

 (1) PIE *R̥H > PBS *ɨR, while PIE *R̥ > PBS R̥ in the other environments 

As a shared innovation between Baltic and Slavonic, *R̥H first becomes *ɨR, with the loss of 

laryngeals (with the rise of acute tone, rather than compensatory lengthening). This intermediate 

                                                   
5 It seems that only Moszyński (1969) and Mayer (1991) questioned this assumption. 
6 These two words both means quick as horses. Avestan ərəzra- is always compounded with aspa- ‘horse’ and thus 

appears as ərəzrāspa-; a corresponding compound r̥jrā́śva- also appears in Vedic. 
7 In this paper, we assume Schindler’s (1977) PIE syllabification rule. 
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stage is necessary because it is sometimes the case that the later reflexes (i.e. whether *uR or *iR) 

differ between Baltic and Slavonic (e.g. PIE *tl̥h2o- > Lith. tìlės ʻflooring’, PS *tъlo ‘body’). The 

other *R̥'s remained unchanged just as in Sanskrit, where PIE *RH becomes V̄R while other *R̥'s 

remain intact. 

(2) PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *iR ~ *uR, Proto-Slavonic *iR ~ *uR (independently) 

Independently in Baltic and Slavonic, *ɨR becomes either *iR or *uR. It seems to be impossible 

to completely predict which reflex appears. In Baltic, there is a tendency that *ɨR becomes *uR 

when followed or preceded by the so-called u-Färbung consonants. Otherwise *ɨR usually becomes 

*iR. In Slavonic, there is a tendency that *ɨRC and *ɨRV become *iRC and *uRV, respectively. 

(3) Changes of the other PBS *R̥'s in Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavonic 

In Baltic, the remaining PBS *R̥'s become PB *iR. While in Slavonic PBS *R̥ generally 

becomes PS *ьR (= *iR-reflex), but also it becomes PS *ъR (= *uR-reflex) when preceded by PIE 

*K
w
, *s, or *sk), with one exception: PIE *k

w
r̥mi- > PBS PIE *k

w
r̥mi- > PS *čьrvь ‘worm’ (cf. Lith. 

kirmìs) 

 

To sum up: 

・*uR-reflex is generally limited to the position immediately before PIE *H in both branches. 

・PIE *R̥ other than PIE *R̥H (> PBS *ɨR) remains unchanged during the PBS period. 

・PBS *ɨ becomes either *i or *u in PB and PS, but independently in each branch. 

・PBS *R̥ becomes PB *iR, but it becomes PB *uR when it has an expressive meaning. 

・PBS *R̥ usually becomes PS *iR, but it becomes PS *uR after PIE *K
w
, *s, and *sk. 

 

The morphemes which contain PIE *R̥ are given below. The reconstructed word forms of PIE 

are generally based on the form cited by Matasović (2004) and/or Derksen (2008; 2015), whose 

reconstruction were further based on such etymological dictionaries as Vasmer (1953–1958), 

Fraenkel (1962–1965), Machek (1968), Mažiulis (1988-1997). 

 

(i) Words with *R̥ immediately before *H (where both *iR- and *uR-reflexes can appear) 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *uR, Proto-Slavonic *uR 

(1) PIE *b
h
r̥H- > PBS *bɨr- > Lith. bùrtas ‘lot’, Latv. bur̂ts ‘sign of a sorcerer’, PS *bъrtъ ‘hive of 

 wild bees’ 

(2) PIE *d
h
m̥H- > PBS *dɨm- > Lith. dùmti, PS *dъm- ‘blow’ (infinitive: *dǫti with o-grade) 

(3) PIE *g
w
r̥h3tlo- > PBS *g

w
ɨrtlo- > Lith. gurklỹs, PS *gъrdlo ‘throat’ 

(4) PIE *kl̥Hk- > PBS *kɨlk- > Lith. kulkšnìs ‘ankle’, Latv. kulksnis ‘hough’, PS *kъlkъ ‘stump’ 

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *uR, Proto-Slavonic *iR 
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(5) PIE *ǵ
h
l̥h3- > PBS *žɨl- > Lith. tulžìs, Latv. žul̂(k)ts, PS *zьlčь ‘bile’ 

(6) PIE *tm̥H- > PBS *tɨm- > Latv. tumšs, timšs ‘dark’
8
, PS *tьma ‘darkness’ 

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *iR, Proto-Slavonic *uR 

(7) PIE *mn̥Ho- > PBS *mɨno- > Lith. minià ‘multitude’, PS *mъnogъ ‘many’ 

(8) PIE *tl̥Ho- > PBS *tɨlo- > Lith. tìlės ‘flooring’, PS *tъlo ‘ground’ 

(9) PIE *tn̥h2u- > PBS *tɨnu- > Lith. tę́vas, Latv. tiêvs, PS *tъnъkъ ‘thin’ 

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *iR, Proto-Slavonic *iR 

(10) PIE *dl̥h1g
h
o- > PBS *dɨlgo- > Lith. ìlgas, Latv. ilg̃s, PS *dьlgъ ‘long’ 

(11) PIE *dr̥Hǵ
h
- > PBS *dɨrg-

9
 > Lith. dìrginti ‘irritate’, PS *dьrgati ‘pull’ 

(12) PIE *ǵr̥h2no- > PBS *žɨrno- > Lith. žirnis ‘pea’ , Latv. zirnis ‘pea’ , OP syrne ‘grain’,  

 PS *zьrno ‘grain’ 

(13) PIE *g
w
l̥Hneh2- > PBS *g

w
ɨlnā- > Lith. gilnà, Latv. dzil̂na, PS *žьlna ‘woodpecker’ 

(14) PIE *g
w
r̥h2nuH- > PBS *g

w
ɨrnū- > Lith. gìrna, Latv. dzirñas, OP. girnoywis,  

 PS *žьrny ‘millstone’ 

(15) PIE *g
w
r̥h3- > PBS *g

w
ɨr- > Latv. dzir̂t ‘drink’, PS *žьr- ‘swallow’

10
 

(16) PIE *g
w
r̥H- > PBS *g

w
ɨr- > Lith. gìrti, Latv. dzirt̃, OP girtwei ‘praise’, PS *žьrti ‘sacrifice’ 

(17) PIE *h3n̥h3men- > PBS *ɨnmen- > OP emmens
11

, PS *jьmę ‘name’  

(18) PIE *ḱr̥h2neh2- > PBS *ḱɨrnā > Lith. stìrna, Latv. stirña, PS *sьrna ‘roe’ 

(19) PIE *ḱr̥h2sen- > PBS *ḱɨršen- > Lith. širšuo, Latv. sir̂suonis, OP. sirsilis, PS *sьršenь ‘hornet’  

(20) PIE *pl̥h1no- > PBS *pɨlno- > Lith. pìlnas, Latv. pilñs, PS *pьlnъ ‘full’  

(21) PIE *sb
h
r̥h2g- > PBS *(s)pɨrg- > Lith. spìrgti ‘frizzle’, Latv. spirg̃t ‘become fresh’,  

 PS *pьržiti ‘fry’ 

(22) PIE *u̯l̥h1-neh2- > PBS *vɨlnā- > Lith. vìlna, Latv. vilña, PS *vьlna ‘wool’, OP wilna ‘skirt’ 

(23) PIE *u̯l̥H-n- > PBS *vɨln- > Lith. vilnìs, Latv. vil̂nis ‘wave’, PS *vьlna ‘wave’ 

(24) PIE *u̯r̥H- > PBS *vɨr- > Lith. vìrti, Latv. vir̂t ‘boil’, PS *vьrěti ‘boil’ 

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *uR (No Slavonic counterpart) 

(25) PIE *dr̥H- > PBS *dɨr- > Lith. dùrti, Latv. durt̃ ‘prick’  

(26) PIE *h2ph3l̥h1- > PBS *pɨl- > Lith. pùlti, Latv. pult ‘fall’ 

(27) PIE *k
w
l̥H- > PBS *k

w
ɨl- > Lith. kulñas, Latv. kulna ‘heel’  

(28) PIE *kl̥h1ḱ- > PBS *kɨlš- > Lith. kùlšis, Latv. kùlša, OP culczi ‘hip’  

                                                   
8 This etymon exceptionally has both *iR- and *uR-reflexes. 
9 With unexpected depalatalization of PIE *ǵh. 
10 cf. Lith. gérti ‘drink’ with e-grade. 
11 As for the initial e-, see Kortlandt (2000: 125). 
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(29) PIE *kl̥H- > PBS *kɨl- > Lith. kùlti, Latv. kult ‘thresh’  

(30) PIE *sb
h
r̥h2g- > PBS *spɨrg- > Lith. spùrgas ‘cone’ 

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Baltic *iR (No Slavonic counterpart) 

(31) PIE *dl̥h1- > PBS *dɨl- > Lith. dìlti, Latv. dilt̃ ‘rub off’  

(32) PIE *d
h
r̥Hb

h
- > PBS *dɨrb- > Lith. dìrbti ‘work’, Latv. dir̂bt ‘walk fast’ 

(33) PIE *g
w
l̥h2- > PBS *g

w
ɨl- > Lith. gìlė, Latv. zĩle, OP gile ‘acorn’

12
 

(34) PIE *g
w
l̥H- > PBS *g

w
ɨl- > Lith. gilt̃inė ‘goddess of death’, Latv. ģiltene ‘skeleton’  

(35) PIE *h1r̥h1tlom > PBS *ɨrtlon > Lith. ìrklas, Latv. irk̃ls ‘oar’ 

(36) PIE *h2r̥Hmo- > PBS *ɨrmo- > Lith. ìrmėdė ‘gout’, Latv. irm̃i ‘legs’, OP irmo ‘arm’
13

  

(37) PIE *kn̥h2k- > PBS *kɨnk- > Lith. kìnka ‘leg’, Latv. ciñka ‘calf’ 

(38) PIE *ml̥H-to- > PBS *mɨlto- > Lith. mìltai ‘flour’, Latv. milt̃i , OP meltan ‘flour’  

(39) PIE *spr̥H- > PBS *spɨr- > Lith. spìrti ‘kick’
14

 

(40) PIE *(s)tl̥H- > PBS *tɨl- > Lith. tìlti ‘fall silent’  

(41) PIE *tl̥h2tom > PBS *tɨlton > Lith. tìltas, Latv. tilt̃s ‘bridge’  

(42) PIE *tr̥h1- > PBS *tɨr- > Lith. tìrti ‘investigate’, Latv. tirt ‘question’
15

  

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Slavonic *uR (No Baltic counterpart) 

(43) PIE *kl̥Ho- > PBS *kɨlo- > PS *kъlъ ‘fang’  

(44) PIE *sl̥H- > PBS *sɨl- > PS *sъlati ‘send’ 

(45) PIE *ǵl̥h2u- > PBS *žɨlu- > PS *zъly ‘sister-in-law’  

 

・PIE *R̥ > PBS *ɨR > Proto-Slavonic *iR (No Baltic counterpart) 

(46) PIE *ǵr̥h2- > PBS *žɨr- > PS *zьrěti ‘ripen’ 

(47) PIE *ǵ
h
l̥h3to- > PBS *gɨlto-

16
 > PS *žьltъ ‘yellow’ 

 

・Can we predict which reflex appears in this environment?  

    No. It is difficult to predict which reflex appears in this condition, but we can still point out a 

tendency: 

 ・In Baltic, *ɨR tends to become *uR when followed or preceded by the so-called 

 u-Färbung consonants (i.e. bilabials or labiovelars). Otherwise *ɨR usually becomes*iR. 

                                                   
12 cf. PS *želǫdь ‘acorn’ with e-grade. 
13 cf. PS *ormo ~ *ormę ‘shoulder’ with o-grade. 
14 cf. Latv. spert, OP spertlan with e-grade. 
15 cf. PS *terti ‘rub’ with e-grade. 
16 This word is one of the examples of centumization (depalatalization) of PIE *ǵh. See Gołąb (1991: 77-90) for the 

centum elements in Slavonic. Apart from that, there is nothing exceptional. cf. Lith. gelt̃as with e-grade. 
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 ・In Slavonic, *ɨRC and *ɨRV tends to become *iRC and *uRV, respectively. 

 

(ii) Words with expressive (pejorative) meaning
 
(where *uR-reflex is regular. Only in Baltic) 

(48) PIE *k
w
r̥- > PBS *k

w
r̥- > PB *kur- > Lith. kurčias, Latv. kurñs ‘deaf’ 

For the other examples, see Stang (1966: 80) and Matasović (2004: 348), etc. 

 

(iii) Words with *R̥ immediately after *K
w 

(where *uR-reflex is regular. Only in Slavonic) 

(49) PIE *g
wh

n̥- > PBS *g
w
n̥- > PS *gъnati ‘chase’

17
 

(50) PIE *k
w
r̥m- > PBS *k

w
r̥m- > PS *kъrma ‘stern’  

(51) PIE *k
w
r̥no- > PIE *k

w
r̥no- > PS *kъrnъ ‘maimed’

18
 

(52) PIE *g
wh

r̥no- > PBS *g
w
r̥no- > PS *gъrnъ ‘furnace’  

There is a word that seems to be a counter-example: PS *čьrmь ‘worm’ < PIE *k
w
r̥mi-. 

Although we can follow Matasović (2004: 349–350) and explain the behavior of this word as a result 

of contamination of PIE *u̯r̥mi- ‘worm’, it may be better to simply say that this is an exception. 

Note: this rule is often claimed to be true in Baltic as well (Vaillant 1950: 171-173, etc.). 

However, as for the Baltic branch, we have to admit that there are more counter-examples than in the 

Slavonic branch, e.g. PIE *g
w
m̥- > Lith. gìmti, Latv. dzìmt ‘be born’; PIE *g

wh
n̥- > Lith. gìnti, Latv. 

dzìt‘chase’. Therefore in this paper we propose that the rule (iii) is not true in Baltic. 

 

(iv) Words with *R̥ immediately after *s or *sk (where *uR-reflex is regular. Only in Slavonic) 

(53) PIE *sm̥ > PBS *sm̥ > PS *sъ(n) ‘from, with’  

(54) PIE *-sm̥ > PBS *-sm̥ > PS *-sъ (s-aorist first person singular ending) 

(55) PIE *-skr̥d- > PBS *-skr̥d- > PS *oskъrdъ ‘pickaxe’  

    Note: this category is not necessary if we reconstruct these morphemes as PIE *som, with 

o-grade, but in that case we have to explain (55) as an exception. 

 

(v) The others (where *iR-reflex is regular) 

The vast majority of words belong to this type, and therefore *iR-reflex is regarded as the default 

in Slavonic. Among the examples that show regular *iR-reflexes are: PIE *h1m̥- > Lith. im̃ti, OP īmt, 

PS *jьm- ‘take’; PIE *kr̥sno- > Lith. kirs̃nas, OP kirsnan, PS *čьrnъ ‘black’; PIE *ḱr̥d- > Lith. širdìs, 

Latv. sir̂ds, PS *sьrdьce ‘heart’; PIE *u̯l̥k
w
o- > Lith. vilk̃as, Latv. vìlks, OP wilkis, PS *vьlkъ ‘wolf’. 

Exceptions (i.e. words of this group which have *uR-reflex):  

 ・In Baltic, there seems to be at least two seeming exceptions: PIE *skr̥b
h
 > Lith. skurb̃ti 

                                                   
17 cf. Lith. giñti with *iR-reflex, OP guntwey. And as for the OP guntwey, perhaps this can be a result of sound 

changes that occurred after the split of PB (Bezzenberger 1908: 282).Ilj’inskij (1916: 96) and Schmalstieg (1959: 17) 

claimed that this morpheme underwent the change PIE *gwhn̥n- > *gwhn̥-. 
18 cf. Baltic counterpart: Latv. kurñs ‘deaf’, which belongs to (ii). 
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 ‘be poor (dialectal)’, PIE *skr̥d
h
 > Lith. skurs̃ti ‘live in poverty’, but we can explain these 

 two words as affected by the rule (ii), i.e. *R̥ becomes *uR because of a pejorative 

 meaning. The true problem is that there are perhaps other exceptions, e.g. Lith. gum̃bas 

 which Zinkevičius (1980: 84) cited. If there are any, we have to explain them as influenced 

 by other words or by proposing other conditions under which PIE *R̥ becomes PB *uR. 

 ・ In Slavonic, only one word, namely PS *sъto ‘hundred’ < PIE *(d)ḱm̥tom is 

 exceptional. This *ъ-vocalism has to be regarded as secondary, as Derksen (2008: 493) 

 states. Nandriş (1959: 18) even claims that this word was borrowed from Iranian. 

 Therefore it is better to be treated as an outlier. 

 

5. Discussion of the Relative Chronology in Detail 

 

・Balto-Slavic common development: 

 (BS1) The loss of laryngeals and the rise of *ɨR (note that in the positions other than PIE 

 *R̥H, a syllabic sonorant *R̥ still remains unchanged) 

・After BPS split up into Baltic and Slavonic: 

・In Baltic: 

(B1) Eventual loss of PIE *R̥ 

(B2) PIE *K
w
 > *K (can be either before or after the loss of PIE *R̥) 

・In Slavonic: 

(S1) Eventual loss of PIE *R̥ (i.e. an anaptyctic is inserted before all of the PIE *R̥’s) 

(S2) PIE *K
w
 > *K (must have occurred AFTER the loss of PIE *R̥) 

(S3) The First Palatalization (i.e. PIE *ke > PS *če, etc.) 

The subsequent sound changes are the remaining two palatalizations, etc. 

・As for the sound changes regarding with the PIE syllabic resonant *R̥, only a part of them is shared 

 between Baltic and Slavonic. It is only PIE *R̥H > PBS *ɨR that occurred during the PBS 

 period. The other *R̥’s still remain unchanged. 

・The sound change PIE *K
w
 > *K occurred separately in Baltic and Slavonic. 

 

6. Conclusion and Remaining Problems 

 

    In conclusion, we proposed phonological conditions that explain the reflexes of PIE *R̥ in 

Baltic and Slavonic. The hypothesis proposed in this paper has two implications: 

・*uR-reflex is predictable and that the condition under which *uR-reflex appears can be 

 determined only by a phonological environment. At least as for Slavonic, we determined 

 where exactly *uR-reflex fails to appear. 
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・The sound changes regarding with PIE syllabic resonant *R̥ in Baltic and Slavonic generally 

 occurred separately: only the first step (i.e. PIE *R̥H > PBS *ɨR) is shared. And whether 

 PBS *ɨ becomes *i or *u can differ in the two branches. 

    And two topics of future discussion: 

    ・The problem of the genetic relationship between Baltic and Slavonic (Which sound change is 

 shared and which is not shared). 

・Phonological motivation of the sound changes dealt with in this paper. 

 

Abbreviation 

K: an archiphoneme for velar consonants / Latv.: Latvian / Lith.: Lithuanian / OP: Old Prussian / PB: 

Proto-Baltic / PBS: Proto-Balto-Slavic / PIE: Proto-Indo-European / PS: Proto-Slavonic 
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